In 2014, the OCSPCA has been able to help more than 9,000 animals and people in our community through our wide variety of incredible programs. 

This is thanks to you!

Your increased donations to the OCSPCA had a direct impact allowing us to aid a greater number of animals than our previous years. As a
result, additional animals were spay/neutered, received life-saving emergency veterinary care and more.

HOLIDAY WISHES TO YOU & YOUR FAMILY FROM THE ORANGE COUNTY SPCA!

During this season of giving, please consider contributing to the OCSPCA so that we can continue our mission of helping the animals in our community.

Your support is vital to our mission.

CLICK HERE TO DONATE NOW.

This week the OCSPCA took custody of Georgie, an adorable and very friendly kitten, from an abuse case. She was allegedly thrown and kicked and the abuser was threatening to "cut her in half." Thankfully, she has received a clean bill of health from the vet and she has been spayed and vaccinated.
Georgie is about 7 months old and she is very sweet.

Georgie needs a safe and loving home. If you can foster or adopt please contact us at info@orangecountyspca.org. Thank you.

**Recent Dedicated Donations**

**In Honor of Pets...Donor/Pet**
- Colleen Smith & Lynne Yerrick/ OCCATS (feral cats)
- Lien Ngu/ Lu-lu
- María Galvan/ Mannie
- Dorothy Hopper/ Sully
- Joan Gibb/ Carmy
- Cindy Sweeney/ for Carson's 4th Birthday
- Cathy Goldberg/ Blue

**In Memory of Pets... Donor/Pet**
- Carolyn Cook/ for Cricket in memory of Brandy
- Fred Marsh/ for Cricket in memory of Amy
- Barbara Beck/ for Cricket in memory of Phoebe
- Jesus Rivera/ for Cricket in memory of Chloe
- Susan Showler/ Kidders pet of Lucy Showler
- Kevin Church/ Jack pet of Francine Melotti
- Deserie McCauley/ Kona Klenner- Knauss pet of Bill Klenner Fritz Knauss
- Kenneth Edward Reed - Jarnetta A. Kroh Charitable Foundation/ William and Jarnetta Kroh and their beloved pet Puffin
- Sara Torchin/ Oscar
- Orleata Moore/ Rascal
- Monica Schranck/ My beloved Boys
- Charmaine Carlson/ Charlie
- Jan Bolin/ Austin
- Jo Covarubias/ LowLow Beloved Basset
- Nicholas Berger/ Angel
- Dory Van Weerdenburg/ Callie PAWS therapy dog of Barbara Murphy
- Dory Van Weerdenburg/ Puppy dog of Donna & Gene
- Natasha Gates/ For Rocco in memory of Tommy
- Cheryl Zannitto/ for Rocco in memory of Milo
- Anne Boyum/ for Rocco in memory of Kobe (PAWS therapy dog to Cindy Sweeney)
- Jason Fike/Gidgit pet of Rose Eliff
- Rila Bennett/ for Blue in memory of Samantha & King
- Lori Montgomery/Sadie
- Beth & Fred Waterman/ for Pam & Brent in memory of Candy
- Ann Maloof/ Callie PAWS therapy dog of Barbara Murphy
- Barbara Murphy/ Callie PAWS therapy dog
- Jason Casell/Lucca (pet of Ilene)
- Catherine Morley/Wesley PAWS therapy dog
- Lorrie Young/Paloma
Evelyn McKenna/Allison’s beloved cat Sebastian

In Memory of Person... Donor/Person
John & Margaret Pabbruwee/ Billy J. Long
Penny O’Toole/ Billy J. Long
Nancy Williamson/ Billy J. Long
Elaine & Jim Bennett/ Billy J. Long
Ola Hoover & Family/ Billy J. Long
Hans & Inge Grau/ Billy J. Long
Vance Blaisdell/ Jennifer Blaisdell
Richard Verry/ Dennis Chinn
Diana Sammis Brookes/ for the love of dogs and all animals everywhere in memory of Lee Chapin Sammis
Corrine Leone/ for Cricket in memory of Terese Leone
Ina & Harold Rosenblum/Barrie Sale

In Honor of Person... Donor/Person
Louis & Margaret DeMott-Feldman/Alexa, OC Pet Sitter
Reynold Chang/ Mr. William Hayman
Cynthia Schafer/ Marilyn Pritchard
Colleen Smith/ Lynne Yerrick’s Birthday
Dennis & Mary Casey/Gretchen McCann

Here are many of the animals that your donations helped save through our Animal Rescue Fund (ARF) program in 2014:

~ Clyde - sick kitten upper respiratory infection ~ Shaggy - dog with kidney stones/surgery ~ Lelo - kitten having seizures ~ Lily - dog with kidney stones/surgery ~ Coco - dog needed emergency c-section ~ Fozzy - abdominal tap and medications ~ Butters - dog with bladder stones/surgery ~ Poseidon - dog with infected tumor ~ Toby - dog with Cherry Eye/surgery ~ Locs - dog with ulcerated/infected eye ~ Toy - dog with mass on lip ~ Heidi - dog not eating or walking ~ Missy - dog needed hernia repair ~ Princess - cat needed tail amputation ~ Baby Girl - dog with infected mammary tumors ~ Gatoz - cat with rapid weight and hair loss ~ Onyx - dog with urinary blockage/surgery ~ Rizzo - dog with broken leg/surgery ~ Lola - dog with infected teeth ~ Max - dog with infected/ruptured tumor ~ Mopsey - stray/abandoned dog matted and flea infested ~ Snowflake - dog with Parvo ~ Max - dog with infected/ruptured tumor on foot ~
- cat with infected abscess on neck ~ Simba - cat with upper respiratory infection, mange, ear mites and eye infection ~ Sadie - dog can't walk ~ Doobie - dog with Pyometra ~ Gordo - dog hit by car ~ Memphiz - dog having seizures ~ Lilly - dog with infected tumors ~ Xochitl - dog with hip/leg pain/can't walk ~ Tuna - cat attacked by raccoon/tail infected ~ Red - dog in a fight/wound care ~ Brishole - dog with infected ulcer in the eye ~ Chloe - dog hit by car - broken paw ~ Oliver - dog vomiting can't eat ~ Rocco - dog hit by car/ruptured bladder ~ Duncan - dog with skin and ear infections and flea infestation ~ Bubba - dog with Parvo symptoms ~ Kitten - cat with tumor on mouth ~ Hobo - dog suffering old age/put to sleep ~ Teddy - dog with Pyometra ~ Tanner - dog with bone cancer/can't walk ~ Billie & Nanook - dogs bit by another dog/wound care ~ Teeni - dog injured ribs needing x-rays ~ Cali - dog with cancerous mass in nose ~ Frank - dog with bladder stones/surgery ~ Snoopy - dog with mange - bad skin infection ~ Sable - dog with intestinal blockage from rubber toy ~ Nala - dog with intestinal blockage from chicken bone ~ Tacoma - cat needs tail amputated ~ Passion - dog coughing/trouble breathing ~ Maya - dog with severe diarrhea, not eating ~ Sable - dog with Pyometra ~ Osa Panda - dog feel from second floor/can't walk ~ Fly Girl - dog with rotting.infected teeth ~ Starr - dog in a figh/wound care ~ Belle - dog with urinary tract infection ~ Mr. Finnegan - cat hit by car/broken pelvis and kidney infection ~ Leo - cat emaciated, infected mouth and mange ~ Uno - dog diabetic and blind ~ Johnny - cat with fractured jaw ~ Hollow - cat with infected teeth, eyes, and ears ~ Mikka - dog with tumor on chest ~ Bubbles - dog with Parvo ~ Charlie - cat with urinary blockage ~ Little Blue - cat with broken leg ~ Snooki - dog with Entropian (eyelids inverted) ~ Tina - dog needed emergency c-section ~ Cricket - dog with twisted, deformed femur ~ Blue Dymond - dog with mange, infected skin ~ Buster - dog diabetic and pancreatitis ~ Feral - cat infected eye - removal ~ Donnick - cat blind and elbow dislocated ~ Cash - dog with cancer needs leg amputated ~ Buddy - dog limping, mange and ear infection ~ Liela - dog with Parvo ~ Mick - dog with tumor/mass on eye ~ Pumpkin - dog with cancerous tumor ~ Dinah - cat diabetic ~ Tina - dog in labor with puppy stuck ~ Saorise - cat with anemia, dehydrated, parasites ~ Zsa Zsa - dog with abscessed tooth, infected eye and hernia ~ Zeus - dog with severe skin infection ~ Libby - dog infected paw/nerve exposed ~ Mini - dog can't walk, vomiting, neurological problems ~ Dina - dog hit by car, broken pelvis, maggots in fur ~ Rhino - hamster large tumor affecting breathing ~ Bagheera - cat vomiting and diarrhea ~ Jazz - dog with a mass and skin infection ~ Mystique - cat with broken leg ~ Muneca - dog not eating and skin infection ~ Blue - feral cat wheezing/upper respiratory infection ~ Zory - cat with broken bone on face ~ Zoe - dog with ringworm, roundworm and Giardia ~ Ruby - dog with infected mass ~ Gunther - dog bleeding from rectum ~ Casey - dog hit by car/leg amputation ~ Murphy - dog with pinched nerve in pain ~ Miracle - dog with infected mass on nose ~ Popeye - dog with urinary blockage ~ LoLo - dog found on side of road/can't walk ~ Roxy - dog with mass ~ Lucky - cat with severe skin infection and weight loss ~ Butterscotch - dog with mammary tumor ~ Gloria - cat with urinary blockage ~ Bella Bear - dog with Pyometra ~
Bambi - dog with intestinal blockage  
Frozen - dog with broken leg  
Hattie - dog with infected/bleeding tumor and ear infection  
Lizzy - dog with bloody stool and vomiting  
Junior - dog with inflammation in neck  
EB - kitten stuck in car engine  
Tinker Bell - dog with rotting/infected teeth/can't eat  
Patience - cat with intestinal blockage  
Angel - puppy with broken leg  
Olive - dog with torn ACL  
Grace - kitten burned, stabbed and broken bones  
Moon Dust - cat very sick with high fever  
Piolet - dog sick and swollen lymph nodes  
Sasha - dog with heart and thyroid problem and infected teeth  
JiJi - cat having seizures  
Stevie Ray - cat hit by car/3 breaks  
Momma Cat - cat needs eye removed  
Rocky - dog in dog fight/wound care  
Roxy - dog with Pyometra  
Bonkers - cat can't breathe, suffering/put to sleep  
Lucky - cat shot by BB gun/wound care  
Menue - cat with head/neck injury  
Shamrock - dog diabetic and pancreatitis  
Taco - dog with broken leg  
Pretty Boy - cat hit by car/broken pelvis  
Felony - dog bleeding from eye and Pyometra  
Allison - dog coughing/choking  
Blue - dog with intestinal blockage from eating dog collar  
Paris - dog with urinary tract infection and anal glad problem  
Sky - dog with cancerous mass  
Angel - cat with urinary tract infection  
Contessa - dog with high fever and can't use hind leg  
Oh Henry - dog with bladder stones  
Tang - cat with sever mange and skin infection  
Lady - dog with Pyometra  
Bella - cat with upper respiratory infection, diarrhea, and parasites  
Bear - cat with abscess on face  
Toby - dog hit by car - degloving (skin torn off) injury hind leg  
Rocky Road - cat with urinary tract infection  
Odie - cat with urinary tract infection  
Bootsie - cat with urinary blockage  
Emmit - cat with renal problem  
Ranger - dog having seizures  
Winnie - abused dog with broken jaw  
Gizmo - cat with high fever and wounds  
Cesar - cat with sever upper respiratory infection  
Petrie - dog ate toxic plant  
Tiger - cat with laceration on abdomen from trying to jump fence